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Fugitives arrested after dramatic Police search at Araluen

ON THE RUN: Three young men spotted going cross country towards Reidsdale. Photo: Larry O'Loughlin
Inset: The crashed vehicle found abandoned on the Araluen Road. Photo: NSW Police. STORY Page 2
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Fugitives arrested after dramatic Police search at Araluen
Last Friday 15 July, Araluen residents were alerted to a
Police operation to find three men who had crashed a car
towards the top of the Arlauen Mountain and fled into the
bush.
Multiple Police units, PolAir and the dog squad were soon on
site seaching, and residents were warned to lock up and not
pick up anyone. By 2pm, they had been arrested.
The Police reported: One adult and three teenagers have
been charged following a police operation and investigation
into two alleged carjackings in the Inner West and South
Coast yesterday.
About 3.40am (Thursday 14 July 2022), police received
reports a rideshare driver had allegedly been assaulted and
threatened with a weapon by four males while travelling on
Victoria Road, Marrickville, before his vehicle was stolen. The
driver, a 22-year-old man, was not physically injured.
Officers attached to Inner West Police Area Command
commenced an investigation into the incident.
About 8.15am, the car – a Toyota Prius – was found alight on
Braidwood Road, Sassafras. The fire was extinguished and
the vehicle seized to undergo forensic examination.
Then about 8.40am, officers attached to South Coast Police
District received reports a motorist had picked up three
hitchhikers on Braidwood Road.
They allegedly threatened the driver – a 73-year-old man –
with a weapon before stealing his car. The driver was not
physically injured.
The vehicle was involved in a short pursuit, before being
located abandoned at Araluen Road, Araluen, with the three
occupants allegedly fleeing into nearby bushland.
The sedan was seized and will also undergo forensic
examination.

PolAir searching for the fugistive. Photo: Larry O'Loughlin

A large-scale coordinated search of the surrounding area
commenced by officers from Monaro Police District, with
assistance from specialist police including PolAir, the Dog
Unit and Traffic and Highway Patrol Command.
Shortly before 2pm, an adult and two youths – aged 18, 17
and 16 – were arrested after being found in bushland on
Araluen Road, Reidsdale.
They were taken to Nowra Police Station where they were
charged with aggravated take/drive motor vehicle with
person in it – armed with weapon.
The two juveniles are in a Children’s Court today (Friday 15
July 2022), while the adult is in Nowra Local Court today.
A third youth – aged 17 – was arrested at Narellan Police
Station earlier the same day. He has been charged with be
carried in conveyance taken without consent of owner. He’s
been granted conditional bail to appear before a children’s
court on Thursday 4 August 2022.
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Memories donated to
the Braidwood Museum

20 July 2022

STATEMENT BY FIONA SIMSON,
NATIONAL FARMERS’ FEDERATION PRESIDENT

"Today’s statement regarding the interception of items containing
fragments of Foot and Mouth Disease brings home the urgent need to
ramp up the resourcing of Australia’s biosecurity systems and implement
100% screening of passengers returning from high-risk areas.
The Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries today advised
items containing FMD fragments were identified in a pork product in a
Melbourne store, as well as a passenger with a beef product in their
luggage at an airport.
This is an example of the system working, and items containing FMD
fragments have been seized at the border previously. While farmers are
relieved these items were detected by the relevant systems, maintaining
our disease-free status, it shows the need to continually ramp up the
resourcing of Australia’s biosecurity systems and our at-border measures.
The identification of FMD fragments in ‘pork floss’ in a retail setting in a
major city is highly concerning. It is understood it can not be confirmed
this product adequately complied with import requirements designed to
address biosecurity risks. While our system worked by picking this up, we
must throw the book at those responsible if it is found that requirements
were deliberately subverted and review the relevant high-risk pathways for
any other examples of non-compliance.
The news FMD fragments were detected on a beef product in a traveller’s
luggage demonstrates the urgent need to implement the screening of
every single passenger returning from high-risk areas. We also want to
see more frontline biosecurity officers, and constant review of physical
and technological screening methods.
While the system worked in identifying the traveller as high risk, it is
understood the returning passenger did not declare their product until
questioned by border staff. This is why we need to implement screening –
including individual questioning and luggage check – of all travellers from
high-risk areas, both at our airports and ports. We must also continually
improve our communication methods to ensure all travellers know the
importance of following the rules – and the consequences if they do not.
We welcome today’s announcement of foot mats containing a citric acid
solution, designed to dislodge dirt from the sole of the shoe and cover it in
the-acid. We have called for this and acknowledge the Governments
response, but more has to be done.
In addition to these immediate at-border measures, we have long-called
for long term sustainable biosecurity funding streams to better resource
our excellent front-line staff and systems, as well as the finalisation of the
National Biosecurity Strategy. The risks we face today demonstrate why.
Today the system worked – but we must resource it to ensure it continues
to do so into the future."

The Braidwood Museum reports: "Mrs Patricia
Turnbull nee McGrath and her daughter Liz
visited the museum yesterday. They bought
along two folders of postcards and letters
owned by the Mallon Family of Merricumbene
and Deua River. Mr Ross Turnbull wished the
folders to be donated to the Braidwood
Museum.
We thank them for this fantastic resource. It
was terrific to talk to Patricia as she told me
that worked at the Braidwood Exchange
located at the Post Office when she was a
young girl. She remembered working at the
exchange that is pictured but also an earlier
model that Patricia tells me was an apparatus
which had shutters that fell down when the
connection was made. She remembers
Carmel Sullivan (who worked before she
started), Bonnie Russell, June Willis, Norma
Stores and Barry Sullivan who worked at the
Exchange when she was employed there.
Patricia said she and her friend would take the
night shift (which was usually taken by the
boys), when the boys wanted to go out on the
town for a dance or celebration.”
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Thank You Murray Smith

By Nick Fry
Many of you would know Murray, a quiet and polite man
who has a passion for the community, in particular with the
youth of the district. My years may be a little incorrect, but I
reckon Murray arrived in Braidwood some 20 years ago
and in his won way made a mark on the town during this
time.
In the past few years, he has been living with his partner,
Andrea, in Long Beach. They have since decided to sell up
and buy some land in a quiet little town in Tasmania, called
Orford. Murray and Andrea will then set about building their
own home.
Murray was involved in a number of sporting groups, both
playing and coaching, while in Braidwood. His son Romney
was always by his side keen to learn and listen to Murray’s
words of wisdom. Junior soccer saw many early Saturday
winter mornings setting the field, coaching the juniors,
managing the teams and refereeing. He enrolled in many
coaching clinics in his own time just so the kids could gain
further knowledge on the game. He was named Club
Person of the Year, such was his dedication and
enthusiasm.
Then there was tennis. Murray has one of the best
techniques in the Braidwood tennis competition and his
backhand topspin down the line was as good as Rafa or
Roger. Murray played many seasons, in later years with
Romney playing in the night comp with him.
And, of course, there was golf. That smooth tennis action
moved to the golf course and Murray and Rom spent many
years playing together along with members on comp days
or the Sunday ritual Chook Run. Murray spent a lot of time
volunteering with the maintenance of the course and he
basically established the practice putting green behind the
Club. He also assisted with the development of junior golf
at the Club. I remember a few years ago when we were
playing golf and a young player, Nelson Sargent, had just
taken up the game and was playing with another group on
a different fairway. Murray watched Nelson play a few
shots and then Murray immediately ran over to Nelson. I
didn’t know what was going on! But Murray did. He had
noticed a flaw in Nelson’s grip and then spent time showing
him how to amend it. That typified Murray.

John Stahel, Murray Smith and Nick Fry

Murray played his final round of golf probably for quite a
few years last Sunday at Braidwood in what you might call
windy conditions. The weather did not faze Murray, he
went about his business and played beautifully. The
following morning another Smith, Cam, won the British
Open, it was certainly a great 48 hours for the Smith’s.
The golf club, the soccer club and the tennis club will miss
Murray, but more importantly our community will miss him.
We wish you and Andrea all the best with your new life in
Orford. I believe the Orford Golf Course is a 3 minute walk
away from the land they purchased and I believe a few
Braidwood golf locals are already talking about a trip down
to Orford.
Thanks Murray, you have played a significant part in our
community.
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Consultation to come on Queanbeyan
Showground Aboriginal Place nomination

Following a resolution in June to support the
Queanbeyan Showground’s Aboriginal Place nomination,
last night Council resolved to invite Heritage NSW and
the Ngambri Local Aboriginal Land Council to attend a
workshop that will facilitate a better understanding of the
intent and practical implications of an Aboriginal Place
nomination.
CEO Rebecca Ryan has been in contact with the region’s
Senior Heritage Officer from Heritage NSW who
confirmed that the Queanbeyan Showground will
maintain its community and recreational purposes
following an Aboriginal Place declaration.
‘The declaration of an Aboriginal Place does not change
the status of the land or affect ownership rights for
Council as the Reserve Trust Manager of the
showground — which is Crown Land. I wish to reassure
you that the Queanbeyan Showground will be maintained
as a place for the whole community and this decision by
Council should not raise any concerns for the current
recreational, cultural and sporting events into the future,’
Rebecca said.
‘Heritage NSW has assured Council that places of
Aboriginal cultural significance can be best managed and
cared for when they have a sympathetic continuing use.
‘What will be required of Council and showground users
going forward is awareness, acknowledgment, and
celebration of these values.’
The showground is already listed on the State Heritage
Register for its Aboriginal cultural heritage values and is
registered as a traditional gathering, ceremony, and
burial site on the Aboriginal Heritage Information
Management System.
Heritage NSW has confirmed that declaring the
showground as an Aboriginal Place will not result in any
additional permits and approvals for usage. Where
activities or works are planned that would impact the
Aboriginal cultural heritage values of the site, Council is
already required to consult with Aboriginal stakeholders.
‘The consultation by Heritage NSW is anticipated to be
completed by December 2022. They will undertake the
production of the Aboriginal Place Management Plan that
will be placed on public exhibition before gazettal and
approval by the Minister. Council will ensure the
Queanbeyan Showground Advisory Committee, the
Show Society and all other user groups are invited to any
meetings or workshops with Heritage NSW as soon as a
date is known,’ concluded Rebecca.
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Council appoints councillor
representatives for s355 Committees

After a review and community consultation, QueanbeyanPalerang Regional Council has resolved to support the
existing 21 Section 355 Committees by appointing a
Councillor delegate for each committee and creating
updated guidelines, clear contact points and service level
agreements.
This review was placed on public exhibition and an online
meeting was held with committee representatives. The
key themes and feedback from the community identified
a need for clearer communication and access between
communities, committees, staff and councillors.
‘These committees will all continue and now have their
own Councillor delegate. They have an important role in
looking after Council assets and facilities for the
community benefit, and this will ensure we have the
appropriate channels to support them,’ Mayor Kenrick
Winchester said.
Whilst Council will dissolve the locality and area
committees, the importance of the local Progress
Associations and Village Committees was formally
recognised. Council determined to develop arrangements
for regular communication between the smaller localities
and Council, by expanding and adapting the Community
forums model currently held in Bungendore, Braidwood
and Queanbeyan to other localities; including but not
limited to Araluen, Wamboin, Captains Flat, Burra and
Googong.
‘We are very aware of the work that volunteer Progress
Associations and Community Associations do for their
local community, planning and advocating for their
communities,’ Kenrick said.
‘Council agreed that a structured communication channel
as a point of contact would be better in the long term and
staff will be reaching out to arrange the preferred forum
and opportunity for community engagement.’
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State of the Environment Report 2021 released
The 2021 State of the Environment report has been release this
week by the Minister for the Environment Tanya Plibersek
paintsing a shocking picture of environmental decline across
Australia. The report had been held back by the Morrison
Government since last December.
The folowing are excerpts from the overview.
Key findings
In a rapidly changing climate, with unsustainable
development and use of resources, the general outlook for
our environment is deteriorating
Overall, the state and trend of the environment of Australia
are poor and deteriorating as a result of increasing
pressures from climate change, habitat loss, invasive
species, pollution and resource extraction. Changing
environmental conditions mean that many species and
ecosystems are increasingly threatened. Multiple pressures
create cumulative impacts that amplify threats to our
environment, and abrupt changes in ecological systems
have been recorded in the past 5 years.
The Australian Government’s 2015 Threatened Species
Strategy 5-year action plan achieved partial success by
improving the trajectories of 21 priority species by 2020, but
many did not show improvements and, overall, the number
of listed species has grown by 8% since 2016. The number
of listed entities will increase substantially in coming years
as a result of the 2019–20 bushfires.
Our inability to adequately manage pressures will continue
to result in species extinctions and deteriorating ecosystem
condition, which are reducing the environmental capital on
which current and future economies depend. Social,
environmental and economic impacts are already apparent.
Immediate action with innovative management and
collaboration can turn things around
Adequately resourced, innovative, responsive and
collaborative management measures will foster investment
and renewed action to turn things around. Australia
currently lacks a framework that delivers holistic
environmental management to integrate our disconnected
legislative and institutional national, state and territory
systems, and break down existing barriers to stimulate new
models and partnerships for innovative environmental
management and financing.
Climate change is continuing and is increasing the impacts
of other pressures on our environment. Immediate global
action to reduce carbon emissions would result in reduced
pressures and improved trajectories for most aspects of our
environment.
Australian individuals, communities, nongovernment
organisations and businesses are engaging with nature and
supporting biodiversity and heritage. Successful on-ground
actions include the work of Indigenous rangers, citizen
science, and restoration actions at many scales, providing
opportunities that deliver benefits for people and Country.
Urban planners and governments are recognising the need
for change and a more collaborative, whole-of-system
approach, with place-based outcomes that can build greater
resilience and regenerate our urban areas.
Substantial data about the environment are becoming more
available. Over the past 6 years, the National Environmental
Science Program and the National Collaborative Research
Infrastructure Strategy have become important sources of
information for state of the environment reporting, and have
provided critical funding for research informing policy and
on-ground management of the environment. Better
coordination of data and the introduction of national
environmental standards will provide a direct mechanism for
agreement between all jurisdictions, leading to improved
environmental reporting at all levels. There is also a clear
need to empower Indigenous communities to manage the
culturally appropriate collection and integration of data.

Indigenous knowledge and connections to Country
are vital for sustainability and healing Australia
Indigenous people have cared for Country across
generations for tens of thousands of years. With
decreasing health of Country, Indigenous people
continue to seek a larger role in managing its
recovery back to health. Indigenous people seek
greater participation in Australia’s environmental
management system. Respectful use of Indigenous
knowledge, recognition of Indigenous knowledge
rights, and Indigenous and non-Indigenous
knowledge systems working together will lead to
positive change.
A renewed emphasis on engagement across all
sectors of society is required to reverse
environmental decline and to achieve ecologically
sustainable development that underpins future
prosperity and the wellbeing of future generations.
Renewed focus on restoration of the landscape, and
greater recognition and empowerment of Indigenous
land management practices, where possible, across
large parts of Australia can help us to heal Country
and find new ways to gain a broad range of benefits.
Environmental decline affects the wellbeing of
Australians
Our health, living standards, cultural and spiritual
fulfilment, and connection to Country are all
interconnected and are negatively impacted by our
deteriorating environment.

More over
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State of the Environment Report 2021 released

From Page 85 of the SOE Report overview

Greenhouse gas emissions

Warming of the Australian climate, and associated changes in the
climate system, are driven by increased concentrations of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. Changes to the climate are
inevitable, based on greenhouse gases that have already been
emitted, but further changes in the second half of the 21st century
will depend on the level of future global emissions.
Globally, atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases continue
to increase, driving climate change, warming on land and in the
oceans, and, in turn, rises in sea levels as warmer water expands
and polar ice caps melt. Although Australia’s emissions have
decreased from their 2007 peak, mostly due to changes in land use
and the rapidly increasing share of renewables in electricity
generation, progress on emissions reductions has stalled since 2013
(DISER 2020a). A sudden drop in emissions due to restrictions on
human activity and travels during the COVID‑19 pandemic is
expected to be temporary. Before the pandemic, transport‑related
emissions grew steadily, especially as a result of increases in diesel
use and the uptake of larger light commercial vehicles.
Australia contributes approximately 1.2% of global emissions. This
places us among the top 15 total emitters, and we are among the
world’s largest per‑person emitters (Global Carbon Project 2019). It
is not clear whether the current trend will enable Australia to meet its
current nationally determined contribution of a 26–28% decrease by
2030 and our recent commitment to net zero emissions by 2050
(Figure 12).
Emissions from electricity generation are the largest source of
emissions in Australia (34%), but have been falling since 2016 driven
by large amounts of renewable capacity entering the market (DISER
2021c). Stationary energy emissions have increased since 1990 at
an average rate of 1.4% per year but are projected to remain
relatively stable until 2030 (DISER 2021c).
Emissions trends in the energy sector are rising, mainly driven by
liquefied natural gas production, which accounted for 70% of
emissions in the energy sector in 2019 and is projected to increase to
75% by 2030 (DISER 2021c) (see Figure 18 in ‘Energy production’).

What they said about the State of
the Environment Report 2021
Bushfire Survivors call for urgent
action on State Of The Environment

Bushfire Survivors for Climate Action (BSCA) today
welcomes the release of the State of the Environment
report, and calls on the government to act urgently to cut
emissions and keep our regional communities safe.
Australians are facing an increasingly high bushfire-risk
environment that is driven by climate change. Bureau of
Meteorology data shows there are 10 times more
extreme fire danger days than there were in the 1960s.
BSCA president Jo Dodds said the report underscored
the importance of making deep emissions cuts this
decade.
“Our regional towns deserve safety and security,” Ms
Dodds said. “We need to stop burning coal, gas and oil
to reduce the risk of bushfires and other extreme weather
events.
“I know too well what it’s like to experience the effects of
a climate change-fuelled emergency, and call on our
leaders to invest in solutions to reduce emissions – we
know this will help keep our regional communities safe
while also supporting their economic growth.”
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What they said about the State of the Environment Report 2021
Farmers part of the solution to
reverse biodiversity decline

The National Farmers’ Federation (NFF) is calling
for investment and collaboration to reverse declining
biodiversity following the State of the Environment
Report released today showing Australian
biodiversity is suffering significant decline and
remains under threat.
NFF President Fiona Simson said farmers sought
discussion and detail from the Federal Government
on “locking up” Australian landscape, which was not
the answer to improving biodiversity.
“Farmers are the custodians of 55 per cent of
Australian land and not only do farmers want to
protect the land, they also want to improve it for
generations to come,” Ms Simson said.
“It’s in farmers’ best interests to care for the
environment, as productive landscapes rich in
biodiversity mean they can grow the food and fibre to
feed and clothe Australians and the world.”
For years, the NFF has emphasised the relationship
between agriculture and the environment must be
holistic and extend to include investment in longterm feral animal and introduced weed suppression,
as well as managing landscapes to minimise fuel
loads to reduce the risk of catastrophic fire and the
commensurate destruction of biodiversity.
“Locking up land is not the answer. It has the
potential to have the reverse effect on biodiversity,
with a lack of land management allowing feral
animals and plants to flourish, as well as heightening
the risks from fire, drought and flood.
“Farmers continue to do significant heavy lifting to
implement controls on their own land, only to it
reinvaded and infested time and again from lack of
management on public lands.
“Farmers are already leading the field and we are
ready to do more to reduce the spread of invasive
species as they not only damage the environment,
but adversely impacting agriculture.
“For example, feral pigs are wreaking havoc in
Australia, including contributing to lamb mortality,
trampling crops, destroying water quality, and are a
significant vector for disease spread while their
impact on native flora and fauna is equally
damaging.
“The NFF has for a long time recognised
opportunities to help manage biodiversity and other
natural capital assets and ensuring sensible
exclusions are maintained. Those processes have
already commenced and need to be supported by
government.”
The NFF recognises the impacts of droughts in the
Murray-Darling Basin but notes these are cyclical,
and the basin environment is currently thriving under
a La Nina event that has seen the fruits of water
reform with substantial environmental water being
strategically applied to effect environment repair.
Understanding how the reforms to date have
contributed to improved environmental outcomes will
be critical.
The NFF reiterates its call for a commitment to longterm funding for the Centre for Invasive Species
Solutions, which provides national collaborative
research for a long-term pipeline of innovation to
help meet invasive species challenges.
“There must be a balance between economic and
environmental requirements as well as a clear
recognition that landscapes can provider multiple
benefits,” Ms Simson said.
“We look forward to engaging with the Environment
and Water Minister, the Hon Tanya Plibersek, on
solutions that provide the best possible outcomes for
Australia’s environment and agriculture.”

Nature Conservation Council says federal and
state laws aren’t up to the job

Responding to the release of the Australian State of the Environment
Report, Nature Conservation Council Deputy Chief Executive Jacqui
Mumford said:
“Since the year 2000, the number of species on the Federal
Government’s threatened list has increased a shocking 20 per cent.
“In the six years since the last State of the Environment Report, koalas,
greater gliders, gang-gang cockatoos and yellow-bellied gliders have
either been added to the list or had their threat status upgraded.
“The two most important things that all governments must do — state and
federal — is end the logging of our native forests and end the bulldozing
of woodlands on farms.
”Habitat destruction and climate change are the major drivers of this
alarming trend.
“Australia is just one of many nations with a role to play in tackling climate
change, while we depend on other countries doing the right thing, we
must play a leadership role to keep the climate liveable.
“But we are the authors of our own environmental destiny when it comes
to bushland and native wildlife.
“We have lost more than 7 million hectares of bushland since the year
2000. That has to stop.
“The State of the Environment Report confirms what the Samuel Review
has already found — nature in Australia is being flogged and federal and
state laws aren’t up to the job.
“We call on the government to review the disastrous anomaly of the
Regional Forest Agreements which are a huge loophole that loggers are
driving log trucks through every day of the week.
“We welcome Labor’s commitment to implement the recommendations of
the Samuel Review of the Commonwealth Environment Conservation and
Biodiversity Act that has been gathering dust since it was tabled two
years ago.”

Population growth has ‘very high impact’ on biodiversity
Sustainable Population Australia (SPA) has welcomed the
acknowledgement in the State of Environment 2021 Report released
today that human population growth contributes to pressures on the
environment and, in particular, that it has ‘very high impact’ on
biodiversity.
SPA National President Ms Jenny Goldie says the report makes strong
statements about population and biodiversity, such as: ‘Human activity
and population growth are major drivers of many pressures on
biodiversity. Impacts are associated with urban expansion, tourism,
industrial expansion, pollution, fishing, hunting and development of
infrastructure. The impacts from population growth are extensive and
increasing in many areas.’
“The report is upfront about the impact of population on the
environment,” says Ms Goldie. “For instance, the first graphic in the
Overview section says: ‘Population, climate change and industry each
put pressure on our environment. When combined, the threat increases
and our environment is damaged, sometimes destroyed.’
“Climate change is a major pressure on the environment but it is
humans who are responsible for global warming, largely through the
burning of fossil fuels and land use change,” Ms Goldie added.
“In each of the 12 chapters, we read how human activity and growth lie
at the heart of the problem of environmental decline. For instance, the
report says ‘increasing urban density as well as urban sprawl puts
pressure on the natural environment and heritage’.”
Ms Goldie also notes the report warns that a greater number of people
are exposed to risks from extreme weather events. It says: ‘Populations
are increasing in exposed regions as the peri-urban population expands,
and development continues on floodplains and coastlines.’
The report says the biggest pressure on biodiversity is the clearing of
native vegetation, the primary drivers of which are expansion of land
dedicated mainly to agriculture and, to a lesser extent, forestry and
infrastructure, including urban development.
“The more people there are, the more land is cleared to grow food and
fibre, as well as timber for shelter. Indeed, between 2000 and 2017, 7.7
million hectares of habitat for terrestrial threatened species was cleared
or substantially degraded,” says Ms Goldie.
Ms Goldie says any attempts to deal with the dire state of the Australian
environment will be ineffectual if not accompanied by policies to stabilise
and then reduce the size of the Australian population.
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Share the Dignity vending
machine in Braidwood
The Australia-wide charity Share the Dignity is passionate about
empowering and supporting people to live a life of dignity and safety. To
ensure access to sanitary items for the most vulnerable people Share the
Dignity installs sanitary item vending machines across the country. To
date 350 vending machines have been installed, with a total of 1500
machines scheduled to have been fitted around the country by the end of
2023. One of those amazing machines is installed in the toilets adjacent to
the Braidwood Community Library. It is available whenever the toilets are
open, is regularly re-filled, and products are absolutely free! The vending
machine is available for anyone unable to provide their own sanitary
products. You don’t even have to ask. Just walk in and take what you
need.
If you know someone you think may benefit from knowing about the
vending machine, please mention it to them. The more people who access
the machine, the more justification we have for it remaining in Braidwood,
and the more we work towards ending period poverty in Australia.

$2.2 Federal and State funds for the Bungendore Sports Hub
Council has formally accepted $1.1 million from the NSW Government
under the Multi-Sport Community Facility Fund announced a few weeks
ago; and matched the funding with $1.1m from the Federal
Government’s Local Roads and Community Infrastructure Fund. This
will allow Council to complete stage one of the Bungendore Sports Hub.
Mayor Kenrick Winchester expressed his thanks to both the NSW and
Commonwealth governments for their support of this community
project.
‘Our region is one of the fastest growing areas in NSW and it is vital
that we keep up with demand to supply facilities like the Bungendore
Sports Hub.’
The project has been funded through existing grants and section 7.11
Developer Contributions for works to date, however the land acquisition
was finalised at a significantly higher cost than originally estimated by
Council’s valuers. This had placed the completion of the Amenities
Building and associated works at risk.
Council is now in a position to deliver the Bungendore community much
needed regional sports facilities with irrigated sports fields and netball
courts. The Hub will include both male and female change rooms, a
large canteen and club meeting space to support activities and
fundraising opportunities.

At Wednesday’s Council Meeting, Council also
granted the tender to construct the main
amenities block to Rice Construction.
The new amenities block will have four sets of
change rooms with shower and toilet facilities,
meeting/catering area, kiosk, toilets for
spectators, storage rooms, and official’s
facilities.
‘The hub will be able to host carnivals, training
and competitions in our region and have room
to grow with the community,’ Mayor Winchester
said.
Future stages of the Hub include additional
sporting fields, pitches, netball courts, amenities
blocks and the new Bungendore pool.
The road and bridge over Halfway Creek have
been separately funded and are expected to
commence in the coming months. Once
complete the link road will include an off-road
shared cycle and pedestrian pathway to
connect Malbon Street to the Hub.
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NSW to implement strongest lobbying
integrity measures in Australia

The NSW Government supports all recommendations directed to
the Government in response to an Independent Commission Against
Corruption (ICAC) report on lobbying regulation and practices.
Last year the ICAC published its report entitled Investigation into the
regulation of lobbying, access and influence in NSW following an
investigation known by the moniker ‘Operation Eclipse’. In its report,
the ICAC made 29 recommendations to reduce corruption risks and
reform the regulation of lobbying practices.
In its response, the Government supports all 27 recommendations
directed to the Government. The remaining two recommendations
are directed to the NSW Parliament.
NSW Premier Dominic Perrottet said the Government was
committed to addressing any corruption risks involved in the
lobbying of public officials and authorities.
“The Government currently has a strong model to regulate lobbying
activity and these changes will ensure we have the strongest
lobbying integrity measures in the country,” Mr Perrottet said.
“We are committed to ensuring a transparent government that
operates in the best interest of the people of NSW, and this
response ensures that.”
Key reforms include:
· That the Lobbyists Code of Conduct be renamed the “Lobbying
Code of Conduct” and impose standards and obligations on public
officials about how lobbying proposals are received, considered and
determined;
· That all third-party and in-house lobbyists be required to register
with the Lobbying Regulator;
· Enshrining in legislation the requirement to disclose diaries with
the Government supporting this being extended to all members of
Parliament; and
· Creating a dedicated NSW Lobbying Commissioner.
The reforms build on the Government’s previous reforms to
introduce the Lobbying of Government Officials Act 2011, establish
the Electoral Commission as the independent regulator of lobbyists
and publish Ministerial diaries.
The Operation Eclipse investigation was conducted under the
ICAC’s corruption prevention mandate. It was not an investigation
into any specific person or any specific allegations of corrupt
conduct. The report does not make any findings of wrongdoing.
The NSW Government response can be found here:
www.nsw.gov.au/sites/default/files/noindex/202207/Government_response_to_the_Eclipse_report_18_July_2022.pdf
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New Apprenticeships for the Monaro

The NSW Government has announced it will hire a
record number of new apprentices and trainees to work
on vital road and transport infrastructure in regional New
South Wales. Member for Monaro Nichole Overall said
applications are now open for new apprentices and
trainees in Cooma.
“This is a fantastic opportunity to train up locals and
develop the next generation of skilled workers in the
Monaro,” Mrs Overall said. “I encourage anyone
interested in developing their skills or seeking a new
career path working on road and transport infrastructure
to take up this fantastic opportunity.”
“It is exciting that the NSW Government is continuing to
provide these employment opportunities in regional
NSW to support the significant amount of construction,
upgrades and maintenance required across the regional
transport network,” Mrs Overall said.
Minister for Regional Transport and Roads Sam
Farraway said the program would provide more career
opportunities and encourage more people to work in the
regions. “By investing in our people now, we will attract
and develop the next generation of skilled workers to
keep NSW moving well into our future,” Mr Farraway
said.
“Applications are now open for 135 placements - an 80
per cent increase on last year - with last year’s intake
made up of 46 per cent women and 24 per cent of
Aboriginal people, and we’re eager to attract more.
“We are very proud of this program - while we continue
to build and maintain vital infrastructure for customers,
it’s critical that we build a skills legacy to meet future
needs.”
Opportunities will be available across 10 disciplines
including civil construction, bridge construction, painting
and blasting, electrical, heavy diesel mechanic, business
administration, project management and three news
programs in marketing and communications, finance and
safety, environment and quality. Currently 76 per cent of
apprentices and trainees go on to secure permanent
employment at Transport for NSW.
Applications are open today and close midnight 7
August. For more information:
https://www.transport.nsw.gov.au/apprentice-trainees
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Digitisation of records from ANU Lake George Mines collections

Australian National University
Archives reports: “Work gets
underway today on the digitisation of
records from our Lake George Mines
collections.
Australia has a long history of mining,
but it's not an activity often associated
with the Canberra region. However, one
of the most significant mining operations
in Australia was established just 50km
from the future capital city in the 1880s.
The operations of Lake George Mines
Pty Ltd were centred on a mine situated
at Captain's Flat in New South Wales,
just south east of Canberra. The mine
produced lead, zinc, copper, pyrite,
silver and gold from the late 1800s to
the mid-1900s.
The mine originally began operating in
the 1880s, but closed in the 1890s due
to the depletion of economic grade ore.
However, in the 1920s the British
company, National Mining Corporation,
determined the mine could be worked
profitably again using modern extraction
methods that had been developed in the
years since its initial closure.
Lake George Mines was incorporated as
a limited liability company on 3rd
September 1930, with production
significantly ramping up from 1937. Prior
to this time the processing capacity of
the mine was relatively minor, but by the
late 1930s, with more modern
equipment, the mine became much
more profitable.
Between 1939 and 1962, the mine
processed approximately 4 million
tonnes of complex copper-lead-zinc ore;
243,000 tonnes of lead; 406,000 tonnes
of zinc; 27,000 tonnes of copper; 7.4
million ounces of silver and 220,000
ounces of gold.

During the mid-1900s the Captains
Flat site was one of the largest
base metal mining operations in
Australia, with its output being
particularly valuable during World
War II.
The mining operations brought
great change to the area and had a
significant impact on settlement
and development, with Lake
George Mines constructing a large
number of houses in the area for
mine workers.
By the 1960s, despite multiple
extensions by the diamond drills
searching for ore, it had become
clear that the drives were failing to
locate further economically viable
ore bodies, and in March 1962 the
mine was closed. That same year,
the company ceased operations
and was placed in voluntary
liquidation. The London based
holding company, Lake George
Mining Corporation Limited, was
placed into voluntary liquidation on
31st March 1964.
We hold a variety of records
relating to the operations of Lake
George Mines including minutes,
leases, reports, correspondence,
staff records, legal records,
geological records and housing
plans. With help from our friends in
the ANU Library Digital
Scholarship team, work is now
underway to digitise approximately
150 maps and plans from our Lake
George Mines collections and
these will soon be available on the
ANU Open Research website.”
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The 2022 Queanbeyan-Palerang October Arts Trail
The 2022 Queanbeyan-Palerang Arts Trail will re-boot Councils
past events that has been held annually since 2006, firstly in
Queanbeyan then expanding after amalgamation to include
Braidwood, Bungendore and the wider LGA. The Trail was
suspended during 2020 & 21 due to Covid but will be reignited this
October 2022. Art Galleries, Artist Studios and Creative
Practitioners will be invited to participate in throwing open their
doors or activating spaces to engage the visiting public to
experience the wealth of talent that resides in the QPRC region.
This gives the arts tourist or collector a direct intimate experience
with the artists, that is not often available to them.
The 2022 Queanbeyan-Palerang Arts Trail will be held over three
big weekends this October; starting in Braidwood – 1 & 2 Oct,
Bungendore – 8 & 9 Oct and Queanbeyan – 15 & 16 Oct. QPRC
encourages other artists in the LGA who do not reside in the major
towns, to choose a weekend to align with. QPRC is currently
seeking expressions of interest for participation this October, the
Arts Trail wishes to promote the high calibre of art created in our
region and we want as many artists and gallery’s involved! Even
café and restaurants that feature artists work can participate. To
showcase your studio, gallery, or artist activation as part of this
year's Arts Trail, you need to register and abide by the terms and
conditions set out for the event. Register now at
treasuretrail.com.au/arts or email
cultural.services@qprc.nsw.gov.au with questions. Deadline for
Registrations is 9am Monday August 29
Still not sure if it is for you, QPRC will be holding Arts Trail
information sessions for prospective and registered participants,
taking place in late July, these sessions will outline the marketing
materials available to participants and the marketing campaign that
will be undertaken by the QPRC Tourism & Arts teams. Sessions
are as follows Queanbeyan Wed 27 - Rusten House Art Centre
4.:30-5:30pm, Bungendore Thurs 28 - QPRC Council Chambers
4:30-5:30pm and Braidwood Friday 29 - QPRC Braidwood Library
4.30-5.30pm. Please RSVP your intention to attend at
Cultural.Services@qprc.nsw.gov.au
Previous participant Ray Monde in his Riverbend Studio just outside Braidwood
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2622 Cases of Covid in last four weeks
https://covid19nsw.ethan.link/postcode/2622

COVID
antivirals available by telehealth phone consultation
Medicare will cover a long consultation by a GP for the
purpose of prescribing COVID-19 antivirals, with the
change coming into effect from next week. The new
temporary MBS items will cover a longer consultation by
phone to ensure antivirals are safely prescribed by doctors
and ensure as many people as possible can access these
treatments.
Millions of Australians are now eligible to access antivirals
on the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (PBS), but they
need to start taking the medication within five days of
symptoms.
Following a COVID-19 positive diagnosis, eligible people
can have a telephone or video consultation with a doctor to
obtain a prescription for antivirals.

People with disability urged to get Booster
With a new wave of COVID-19 cases continuing to
increase across the state, people with disability are
encouraged to get the latest COVID-19 vaccine booster
dose.
Minister for Families and Communities and Minister for
Disability Services Natasha Maclaren-Jones said people
with disability can be more vulnerable to the harmful effects
of COVID-19.
“Protecting people with disability is vital as they can be at
greater risk of developing serious illness if they become
infected,” Mrs Maclaren-Jones said.
“Vaccination is readily available at GPs and pharmacies
and we are urging everyone to book in without delay.”
COVID-19 booster doses are recommended for anyone 16
years and older who had their last dose of a primary
course at least three months ago.
The COVID-19 vaccine can be taken at the same time as
the influenza vaccine, which people with disability are also
being urged to take.
While the free flu vaccination program in NSW ends on 17
July 2022, those considered to be at higher risk of severe
illness from influenza remain eligible for a FREE flu
vaccine beyond this date, under the National Immunisation
program. This includes:
· Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people from six
months of age
· Children from six months to under five years of age
· People with serious health conditions (including severe
asthma, diabetes, cancer, immune disorders, obesity,
kidney, heart, lung or liver disease)
· Pregnant women
· People aged 65 and over.
The NSW Government is also providing up to 7.9 million
rapid antigen tests (RATs) to people with disability and
other vulnerable community members with the program
recently expanded to 31 October 2022.

Thousands of Australians have already received new antiviral
treatments, with prescriptions doubling in the first week of July to
around 14,000 per week.
The details of the MBS items will be available on
www.mbsonline.gov.au. The items will remain on the MBS until 31
October 2022.
Minister Butler said “These antiviral medicines dramatically reduce
the risk of severe disease, particularly for older Australians, and will
help keep people out of hospital.”
“Two antivirals are on the PBS meaning these treatments that
normally cost more than $1000 will only be $6.80 for a concession
card holder, and around $40 for everyone else. “People can get
antivirals by a telehealth video or phone consultation with a doctor,
but they need to act fast. ”
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Criminalising coercive control one step closer
Coercive control is one step closer to being criminalised in
NSW, with the NSW Government taking the significant step of
releasing a draft bill for public comment ahead of introduction to
Parliament.
Attorney General Mark Speakman said the NSW Government is
consulting on a public exposure draft bill to outlaw coercive
control in intimate partner relationships, as part of its ongoing
response to the Parliamentary Joint Select Committee on
Coercive Control.
Coercive control is a form of domestic abuse that involves
patterns of behaviour which have the cumulative effect of
denying victim-survivors their autonomy and independence.
This abuse can involve physical, sexual, psychological or
financial abuse.
Mr Speakman said the draft Crimes Legislation Amendment
(Coercive Control) Bill 2022 would provide further protections
for victim-survivors of domestic and family violence.
“Coercive control is complex, is insidious and causes untold
harm for its victims,” Mr Speakman said.
“Creating a stand-alone offence will strengthen our criminal
justice system’s responses to abuse, but consultation is critical
to ensure these reforms only capture very serious incidences of
abuse, avoid overreach and do not unintentionally endanger
those in our community we are seeking to help.”
The new law will create an offence to carry out repeated
abusive behaviours to a current or former intimate partner, and
will carry a sentence of up to seven years in jail.
Minister for Women’s Safety and Minister for the Prevention of
Domestic and Sexual Violence Natalie Ward, who chaired the
Joint Select Committee on Coercive Control, said the Exposure
Draft Bill also introduces a definition of ‘domestic abuse’ to the
Crimes (Domestic and Personal Violence) Act 2007.
“These are landmark reforms that recognise that domestic
abuse isn’t just about physical violence, it can and very often
does include physical, sexual, psychological and financial
abuse to hurt and control someone,” Mrs Ward said.
“These reforms are crucial to ensuring that we recognise in law
a pattern of behaviour which is identified as a precursor to
domestic violence deaths.”
Coercive control is a significant ‘red flag’ for intimate partner
homicide. The Domestic Violence Death Review Team noted
that in 111 of the 112 (99%) intimate partner domestic violence
homicides that occurred in NSW between 10 March 2008 and
30 June 2016 that it reviewed, the relationship was
characterised by the abuser’s use of coercive and controlling
behaviours toward the victim.
Submissions on the Crimes Legislation Amendment (Coercive
Control) Bill 2022 can be made via the NSW Government’s
‘Have Your Say’ website at
https://www.nsw.gov.au/have-your-say/coercive-controlexposure-draft-bill.
Consultation closes 31 August 2022.
The NSW Government provided an earlier draft to restricted
legal stakeholders and NSW Police to identify and address any
technical legal matters, prior to releasing an exposure draft for
broader consultation.
The NSW Government is well-advanced to introduce a final Bill
to Parliament in Spring 2022.
Release of the exposure draft bill follows the NSW
Government’s announcement in June 2022 that more women
and children experiencing domestic and family violence will be
supported by $69.6 million in new funding in the 2022-23
Budget, including an initial down-payment of $0.7 million over
two years to support the NSW Government’s commitment to
outlaw coercive control.
This builds on the NSW Government’s landmark $484.3 million
investment in housing and related services as part of the
COVID-19 Economic Recovery Strategy.
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Keeping the Southern NSW
community safe this winter
Southern NSW Local Health District (SNSWLHD) is
urging residents to “do their bit” to keep the community
safe as COVID-19, flu and other respiratory viruses
continue to circulate widely.

SNSWLHD Executive Director Medical Services, Dr Liz
Mullins, said winter illnesses are placing real stress on the
community and health system.
“Our hospitals are experiencing increased presentations due
to the predicted winter increase in COVID-19, flu and other
respiratory virus cases.
It is vital people are up to date with their COVID-19 and flu
vaccinations, as this will provide the best protection against
severe illness,” Dr Mullins said.
“We are also asking the community to support us in our
efforts to make sure those who need emergency medical
care receive it as quickly as possible by saving ambulances
and emergency departments for saving lives.
“If an illness or injury is not life-threatening, we encourage
people to visit their GP or call Healthdirect Australia on 1800
022 222, which is a 24-hour telephone health advice line
staffed by registered nurses to provide fast and simple expert
advice on any health issue and what to do next.”
Everyone six months and older is recommended to get a flu
vaccine. Vaccinations are available through GPs for
everyone aged six months and over and are also available
through pharmacies for everyone aged five and over.
The flu and COVID-19 vaccines can be given together at the
same time.
COVID-19 booster doses are recommended for anyone 16
years and older who had their last dose of a primary course
at least three months ago.
To find your nearest COVID-19 vaccination clinic, visit
nsw.gov.au.
We can help reduce the risk of COVID-19 and influenza to
ourselves and others by:
• staying up to date with our vaccinations – for both flu and
COVID-19
• staying home if unwell, taking a COVID-19 test and selfisolating
• wearing a mask in public indoor spaces • getting together
outdoors or in large, well-ventilated spaces with open doors
and windows
• practising good hygiene by washing or sanitising our hands
• taking a rapid antigen test for COVID-19 before visiting
vulnerable loved ones or going to large gatherings and
events.
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Making Australia the world’s hardest target for scams
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The financial and emotional devastation caused by scams every year in Australia can be
reduced if government, consumer groups and the private sector work together to make
Australia a much harder target for scammers, ACCC Chair Gina Cass-Gottlieb said
yesterday. In a speech to the Law Council of Australia’s 2022 Consumer Law Forum in
Sydney last night, Ms Cass-Gottlieb said this would require a three-pronged approach.
“First, we need to stop scammers reaching consumers by disrupting the means by which
they contact would-be victims – whether through phone calls, SMS, email, social media,”
Ms Cass-Gottlieb said.
“Second, we need to better educate consumers so that if a scam contact makes it through
to them, they are able to recognise it as a scam. Scammers are increasingly sophisticated
and cunning in the ways they trick consumers and businesses, so this is a key challenge to
address.”
“Finally, we need measures in place so that if a consumer is convinced to attempt to
transfer funds to a scammer there is a safety net there to prevent this from happening.”
During 2021, almost $1.8 billion in combined losses were reported to Scamwatch,
ReportCyber, 12 financial organisations and other government agencies.
“Once we consider the fact that about a third of scam victims don’t report their losses, the
real figure lost to scams in 2021 was well more than $2 billion,” Ms Cass-Gottlieb said.
“These figures are staggering and represent a severe financial impost. What can never be
calculated, however, is the emotional toll and the life changing consequences that can
result from these scams and their impacts on individuals, families, and businesses.”

Developing bushfireresilient technology
NSW will cement its place as a
world leader in bushfire technology
commercialisation and position itself
for international export of innovative
bushfire solutions under a new
NSW Government program.
Minister for Science, Innovation and
Technology Alister Henskens said
the Bushfire Commercialisation
Fund will help innovators translate
their cutting-edge research into
practical solutions that will improve
bushfire detection, preparation and
response.
“Whether it’s artificial intelligence,
drones or predictive mapping, we
need to commercialise disasterresilient practical solutions, not just
in NSW, but across Australia and
around the world,” Mr Henskens
said.
“By investing in our homegrown
talent and their innovative research,
we can help grow the economy,
create jobs and develop products
that secure a brighter future for
NSW.”
A total of $16 million over three
years has been allocated, with the
first round of funding offering grants
of between $200,000 and $8 million
to individuals, companies, research
institutions and universities, to help
them commercialise their research.
Minister for Emergency Services
and Resilience and Minister for
Flood Recovery Steph Cooke said
the program will help to develop
products that complement the work
of emergency service organisations.
"By better understanding fires and
enhancing the firefighting capability
of frontline personnel, we are able
to minimise their impact on the
community and save lives," Ms
Cooke said.
NSW Chief Scientist & Engineer
Professor Hugh Durrant-Whyte said
the program is the second initiative
being rolled out under the Bushfire
Response R&D Mission.
“The program has been modelled
on the highly successful Medical
Devices Fund and Physical
Sciences Fund, both of which have
helped to scale businesses, attract
investment from private capital and
build the capability of NSW’s smallto-medium enterprises in key
industry sectors,” Professor DurrantWhyte said.
More information about the program
and how to apply can be found
online.
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Author, Journalist and Screenwriter Robert Macklin as a regular contributor to the Bugle.
THE GADFLY PAPERS, are a delightful collection of columns he has been writing since 2012.

Gadfly
All the great astrophysicists of the world are
marvelling at the insights that will flow from the gorgeous
pictures provided by the James Webb space telescope.
Undoubtedly, they’re fully justified. But will it change the
way we approach life on our own tiny blue planet tucked
away in a corner of the giant conglomerate?
Alas, if the past is any indicator, it’s not looking
good.
I remember the surge of expectation that swept the
world when Neil Armstrong stepped on to the surface of
the Moon. This surely would weld us together as the
custodians of our precious globe, and nationalistic
nonsense would be the loser. That was 1969. Just think of
the lives lost in the obscenity of war – and climate change
- since then.
I recall the Voyager spacecraft that gave us a
couple of taxi rides through the solar system, and the
possibilities they raised of ‘life’ on Jupiter’s moon Europa
or beneath the surface of Mars.
I vividly recollect the wonder of the great Hadron
collider, the discovery of Higgs’ Boson and how it gave
vital clues to the possibility of a grand unified theory of the
forces of nature. Indeed, only last week I devoured a fourpage article in New Scientist without understanding a
single concept but the newly minted ‘hope’ for the latest
theory.
I too stared wide-eyed at the great Hubble pictures
with the same optimism that they would lead us to jettison
a few ancient absurdities like a ‘Heaven’ somewhere up
there for the followers of some orthodoxy.

So, I really can’t help but fear that the astonishing vistas
provided by the James Webb pix will make not a jot of
difference. Indeed, the scientists themselves are a case in
point. Some 2000 of them have signed a petition to ‘cancel’
James Webb himself on suspicion that he was prejudiced
against people whose sexual preference differed from his
own.
It should be no surprise, therefore that Putin will keep
firing his artillery across the Ukraine border to smash more
apartment blocks (and their residents) to pieces. Rugby
League players will still look up to the night sky when they
score the winning try to acknowledge some ancestor whom
they firmly believe just witnessed their achievement. Millions
of American Christian evangelicals will still vote for a liar and
borderline psychopath in the next presidential election. The
Pope will still draw the crowds to St Peter’s Square to be
‘blessed’ by waving is hand in some saintly manner.
And politicians everywhere (with the possible exception of
New Zealand) will inevitably fall prey to the ‘Canberra Bubble’
disease that has them believing that ‘what’s good for me, is
good for the nation’.
But hope springs eternal. Maybe the new telescope will
help uncover what happened before the Big Bang. Maybe it
will discover life on hundreds or thousands of planets like our
own. And they might well have solved the one big,
outstanding scientific mystery – the 69 per cent or 96 per
cent (no one knows which) of Dark Matter and/or Dark
Energy which we know is there, but which to date has eluded
our instruments. That could really change the world.
And it could happen anytime, perhaps even next week!
Gosh, I’d better check my Horoscope in the back pages of
my favourite CityNews magazine.
robert@robertmacklin.com
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“Well….well….well, Bazza how about the Maroons
eh? I’m glad I back them these days. I figure because
my Grandmother was born in Brisbane, I qualify as a
Queensland supporter.”
Mick landed the full schooners and grinned.
Bazza continued peering into his newspaper,
pausing for a sip and shook his head.
“Ahhhh…… good on you Mick. Have you seen these
images of from the James Webb Telescope of our
cosmos released this week?”
Mick rolled his eyes.
“Ahhhh…. you’re a typical Blues supporter,
Bazza…..trying to change the subject. Staying away
from the back pages of the newspaper, eh? I’m onto
you…… now let’s start with the opening of the game
and the big hits………”
Mick began his recount of the game in animated
fashion, pausing only for sips to fuel his
excitement.
Bazza’s thoughts returned to the images of space in
the newspaper. He shook his head at the realisation
the images were a mere speck in the universe, many
times less than a grain of sand on a beach that
never ends. Striking as the kaleidoscope of images
were, he wondered what was beyond those and beyond
that and so on. When everything else seemed to be
defined by beginnings and ends, the idea of space
just going on and on rattled him. It was beyond
imagination because even imagination was
somewhat defined.
Bazza shook his head at the thought and took a sip.
“Now Bazza….. no point shaking your head. You
blokes were up 12 to 10 at halftime……. your shout
by the way.”
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A Beer with Bazz # 78

Bazza returned with full schooners and Mick’s
narration of the State of Origin Match took on
the form of a 1980’s Rex Mossop commentary, with
references to ‘a bit of biffo’ and ‘claret flowing’
to the bemusement of a wider audience in the bar.
The term ‘held him in the Christmas hold’ had the
younger patrons scratching their heads but Mick
was now playing it up for the pub patrons, with
an outstretched palm as a fend, and a sway on his
bar stool for a side step.
Bazza’s thoughts again strayed. He picked up the
beer coaster and tore it in half, and then in half
again and again until his fingers could no
longer tear it further.
“I can see you’re getting a bit pissed off there,
Bazza…… but the big plays are yet to come.”
Mick increased the volume of his commentary to
wider laughter.
Bazza focused on the smallest piece of the torn
beer coaster. A knife or a scalpel could dissect
it but then it would be so small you would need a
microscope and perhaps laser and then goodness
knows what technology to cut it further. His
rudimentary knowledge of science assured him
you would end up with cells, then molecules and
then atoms but you would never just end up with
nothing. Just as technology developments
allowed us to look further and further into
space, perhaps the same applied to looking at
things ever smaller. He assumed the truth of his
thoughts and it was unsettling; never being able
to get to nothing and never able to get to the end
of everything.
“Ben Hunt…..Ben Hunt….. charges down and
catches Cleary’s kick……ohhhhh…..shut the
gate…..Queensland….Queensland…..it’s all
over…… ahhh…… There you go Bazza!”
“Well……..I’m just relieved it has an ending,
Mick.”

Braidwood Church News
Anglican Parish of Braidwood
Scripture vs. Philosophy?
Paul writes to the Colossian Church in Chapter 2: verses
6-15 to address the issue of false teaching, mainly in the
form of ‘Gnosticism’. Put simply the most damning
indictment of the false teachers was they wanted to make
‘Additions to Christ’. The false teaching entailed
underwhelming perceptions of Christ. They taught that
Jesus Christ was inadequate or insufficient to meet their
greatest needs. Jesus was not unique because he was
but one of many manifestations of God. The greatest
heresy of all was that it was necessary to know, serve and
worship other so-called divine and angelic powers in
ADDITION to Jesus.
Verse 8 uncovers two false teachings. The first was that
they wanted to embellish the gospel with additional
philosophy, and secondly, they wanted local adherents to
accept and adopt a system of astrology. In verses 6 & 7
Paul reminds the Colossians that Christ is not some type
of spiritual contortionist who twists and turns to every
flexible whim and fancy of human origin. Jesus Christ is
resolutely and steadfastly the Lord of their being, their life
and their ongoing sustenance or survival. Jesus Christ is
meant to be the foundation stone, the immovable root of
their existence, the one who will develop and establish
faith that is resilient and resistant to the attacks of the
false teachers and teaching. The encouragement is to
NOT allow falsity to become a distraction or a diversion
from truth.
The biggest single distraction to God’s truth was
philosophy. It is necessary to recognise that philosophy is
something handed down by human tradition. It is
incubated in the human mind and transmitted by human
intuition and teaching. Philosophy has no watertight
guarantee, nor does it have a basis in scripture. It is
profoundly NOT a message from the Word of God. The
essential point here is that no teaching can be identifiably
Christian if it is at variance with basic truths of scripture or
the Word of God. Philosophy, however, may be a byproduct or distortion through the extrapolations and false
conclusions that the human mind MIGHT make to bring a
sense of meaning to existence. The problem with so
much human philosophy is that it is inherently faulty and
in reality is demeaning of God’s Holy Word.
(Rev.) Rick Lewis – Braidwood Anglican Church
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Braidwood Uniting Church
Battling deceased giants?
When my daughter was just a little girl, she tended to role
play the part of a teacher constantly. Personally, I didn’t
mind finding myself as a member in her classroom, but
her older brother found it tedious. One day I could hear
them at the other end of the house and my son’s
annoyance was becoming quite loud. “You are not my
teacher! I am not in your classroom! I’m not playing any
of your silly games!” With a degree of worry, I said, “Hey,
what’s going on down here?” My daughter replied,
“Sometimes my husband gets quite annoyed!”
For a while the only way to engage with this little girl was
on her own terms, in her own game. In years gone past, I
think the church has been guilty of this too. We were
interested in people only if they engaged in our game.
We were keen to engage using our moral framework and
with our ideas on birth, marriage, death and life after
death.
Today I reckon many or most still in the church,
recognise our past as narrow and have changed with the
times. There is a flexibility and openness in most
churches that would shock those who only knew the
church of yesterday. Sometimes through pain, we’ve
tried to discern, “what is baby and what is bathwater”.
Much of what loomed large in past ages has been
revealed as, ‘bathwater” in our day. I constantly meet
people who hold a grudge against a church that no
longer exists. When they discover I’m a minister, many
are quick to point out that they are, “black sheep” or that
they fell foul of a church in the past. In nearly every case,
I just listen but the truth is that nothing about the person
would raise any eyebrows in today’s church.
The dark side of the church revealed in recent years,
cannot be defended. Nevertheless, perhaps there was a
baby in the bathwater. There is still something precious
about being part of a community with a growing sense of
love for one another. There is something lovely about a
group of people who make room for the biggest
questions in life. There is something lovely about a group
who although they can’t prove the existence of God, they
know for sure that they themselves are not God. There is
something lovely about being part of a group who fosters
a sense of wonder and awe. I reckon the church could
yet be a powerful force for creating community, helping
people shine at their best, it just needs your help.

Braidwood Church News
St Bede’s Parish
REFLECTION ON THE Gospel of Luke 11:1-13 GPBS
19/7/22
The School of Hard Knocks
A young man I was on retreat with once told this story of
prayer: “I was so angry at God because I had asked and
asked God to help me stop doing drugs. And then before
long I was getting high again.
“I was angry at God and I was angry at my parents who told
me that God would help me if I asked. And I was angry at
my Catholic school teachers who taught me the same thing.
I was especially angry one Sunday when I went back to
church after a long time and the priest said that we should
be persistent in prayer and not give up.
“But I wanted to give up. I could no longer trust God after
being seemingly turned down, or worse, ignored, so many
times before. And yet a few days later, after another horrific
night acting in ways that left me shamed and empty and
aching, I got down on my knees one more time. I uttered just
two words: ‘God, help!’
“And I felt something. I was an inner click of willingness.
Something inside shifted, and trust was born inside me. It
only took that moment, and my recovery began. And now
I’m glad for every prayer I said along the way. It took all that
praying not to change God, but to change me”.
The Commissioning
We pray for your presence, God, when others are not there
for us. We pray for your assurance, God, when our
confidence fails us. We pray for your Realm, God, when
political leaders keep us at a distance. We pray for peace,
God, when bitterness and conflict are the order of the day.
We pray for your Spirit, God, when the gods of this world
lead us astray. Amen.
Our Vinnies shop is low in stocks of winter items. If you
have spare items, you don’t need and that are in good
condition, please donate them to Vinnies Braidwood, so that
we can continue to aid those in need this winter.
The 2nd World Day of Grandparents and the Elderly
occurs on Sunday 24 July. Pope Francis has chosen the
theme “In old age they will still bear fruit” (Ps 92) and calls
us all to reflect on how grandparents and the elderly bear
fruit in our world. We are called to be:
through the giving of our time, presence, memories,
tenderness and blessing.
Mary MacKillop Pilgrimage: join with Archbishop
Christopher Prowse and other pilgrims, as he leads a
pilgrimage to Eden on Saturday 13th August. This
pilgrimage will commemorate Australia’s first saint, Saint
Mary of the Cross MacKillop, at the site she visited on two
separate occasions, in 1899 and 1901. Mass will be
concelebrated with Archbishop Christopher and visiting
priests at 12.00noon in Our Lady Star of the Sea church.
Following Mass, lunch will be provided by the Parish of
Pambula.
“Help Ukranians Raffle”, sponsored by the Goldsmith
Street Surgery in Goulburn. Tickets available from Wendy
Hart either at Mass times or wherever you see her around
town. Many prizes are on offer. See poster for details.
Tickets $5 each or 5 for $20.
Weekend Mass time: Saturday at 6.00pm (Vigil)
Weekday Mass: Tuesdays at 10am.
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“Investigating complaints about essential
mobile services” report released

The Telecommunications Industry Ombudsman (TIO) today
released a report highlighting the key drivers behind complaints
about mobile services. The report is in response to a shift in
complaint trends, with mobile services becoming the dominant
complaint type.
Between July 2020 and March 2022, the TIO received over
63,000 complaints about mobile services. While overall
complaint numbers declined in that period, the proportion of
mobile complaints increased. Complaint numbers about
misleading conduct by a telco and unsuitable payment options
were higher for mobile services than for internet, landline and
multiple services combined.
The report “Investigating complaints about essential mobile
services” identifies four key problems driving complaints about
mobile services. These are:
· Mis-selling mobile services leads to poor outcomes for
consumers
· Information about mobile service reliability is not always
provided
· Customer self-service is not accessible to all consumers
· Automatic payment methods can result in loss of service or
disadvantage
Ombudsman Cynthia Gebert said, “We aren't seeing the same
improvements in complaints about mobile services as we are in
other service types. This is concerning because when
something goes wrong with a mobile service, the impacts can
be really disruptive to people’s lives.”
“The last few years catapulted Australia forward in terms of how
we use our mobile phone services, and what we need them to
do. In today’s world, mobile phone services are essential not
only for daily life – such as banking, shopping, accessing health
and government services, and connecting socially – but also for
safety during an emergency like a bushfire or flood.”
She continued, “While telcos have made improvements in
recent years, the investigations by my office show there is still
work to be done on responsible selling of mobile services,
communicating effectively about service reliability, removing
barriers to accessing support from a human being when trying
to contact a telco, and ensuring that automatic payment
methods are not negatively impacting consumers.”
The report highlights the important stories of consumers who
attended community outreach events, in a first for a systemic
investigations report. These stories demonstrate the challenges
faced by consumers to stay connected during devastating
disasters, or in rural or remote areas.
The report also features tips for telcos and consumers to help
reduce problems with a mobile service.
Tips for telcos include:
· At sign-up, help consumers decide if the product is right for
them
· Be clear with consumers about the quality of service they can
expect
· Ensure self-service options have a clear pathway to a person
· Let consumers know about upcoming direct debits, and
contact consumers who miss a payment
Tips for consumers include:
· Research your new mobile service before buying, such as
checking coverage maps and available payment methods
· If something about your new mobile service is not what you
expected, tell your telco
· If you need flexibility for your next payment, contact your telco
to talk about it before the payment is due
· If you can’t get in touch with your telco, contact the TIO
Download the report
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Outgoing farm leader sees hope on horizon NSW Farmers elects new president
Outgoing NSW Farmers President James Jackson says
there is a great future ahead for Australian agriculture if
governments and the public support the vital sector
With his term as leader of the country’s largest state
farming organisation ending this week, Mr Jackson
reflected on his time in the role and identified a key
challenge for the sector.
“Australia as a nation lags behind on backing farmers, with
a government paper on food security this week revealing
we have one of the lowest levels of agricultural support
across the 37 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) member countries – and when
compared to major emerging economies,” Mr Jackson said.
“Australians have seen firsthand the impact of natural
disasters and supply chain failures on food security this
year, and we need a fresh focus on farming.
“Our farmers grow the food we eat every day and produce
cotton and wool to clothe us, yet we as a nation are still
undervaluing the important role of agriculture.”
Mr Jackson said the impact of this historic governmental
disinterest in agriculture was being played out in the
current biosecurity debate, with Varroa mite affecting our
bees and foot and mouth disease on our doorstep.
“Being able to feed and clothe yourself is a basic human
need, but our farmers are up against it with government
policies that act as a handbrake on the sector.
“The fact that we are so productive despite our challenging
climate and all the red tape we face is proof that Aussie
farmers could make an even bigger contribution if they
were allowed to.
“I have been saying for years that governments need to
get out of the way and unleash the beast, and let us do
what we do best – grow world-class food and fibre.”
Despite the challenges facing the farming sector, Mr
Jackson said he was heartened by positive policy
developments over the past few years.
“We’ve worked hard to get some key wins in securing
farmers against trespassing activists, natural disaster
support, coastal harvestable rights, and recently with the
state’s boost to biosecurity funding,” Mr Jackson said.
“Quite often the wins are small and incremental, but we’re
moving the needle on important policies and making things
better for farmers bit by bit.
“People are starting to take notice, too, with our full
primary producer membership increasing over recent years
despite consolidation reducing the number of farms out
there.”

Mullaley farmer Xavier Martin is the new leader of Australia’s largest
state farming organisation.
Mr Martin was elected NSW Farmers President on the first day of the
organisation’s annual conference, and thanked members for their
support.
Former NSW Farmers Treasurer and Moree farmer Rebecca
Reardon was elected unopposed as Treasurer. Trangie farmer Peter
Neil Wilson was elected unopposed as Treasurer.

National tag system no silver bullet for FMD
Members of the state’s peak agricultural body have voted to support
the development of a national electronic tagging system.
On Tuesday, the state government announced it would support a
national electronic tagging system for sheep and goats in response
to the threat posed by foot and mouth disease.
NSW Farmers Biosecurity Chair Ian McColl said while electronic
tagging could be helpful, it would not be a silver bullet for the threat
posed by FMD.
“Our members voted to provide in principle support for the
development of a national individual traceability system for sheep,”
Mr McColl said.
“However, this national system must have jurisdictional
harmonisation, be affordable, and be developed in consultation with
producers.
“Traceability reforms must ensure that the costs are effectively
shared throughout the supply chain and with government.”
Australia remains free of many significant pests and diseases, which
provides a competitive edge in global markets, but it is dependent on
a strong biosecurity system.
Mr McColl said recent outbreaks of both Lumpy Skin Disease and
Foot and Mouth Disease in Indonesia had created an increased risk
of a severe biosecurity incursion in Australia. Australian Bureau of
Agricultural and Resource Economics and Sciences (ABARES)
modelling projected a widespread FMD outbreak in Australia would
have an estimated direct economic impact of around $80 billion.
“In the event of a biosecurity disaster such as an FMD outbreak,
effective tracking would enable authorities to enact preventive
measures promptly and minimise an outbreak,” Mr McColl said.
“But we must remember this is not something that will replace strong
biosecurity controls at our borders, and our members remain
concerned about returning travellers and requirements at our
airports.
“We are encouraged that governments are listening to industry and
moving controls in the right direction, but we must do everything
possible to keep FMD out of Australia.”
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Tomorrow’s farmers must be agile say experts

Australia’s agricultural future is bright despite increasing natural
disasters, a panel of experts has told the state’s farmers.
The inaugural NSW Farmers Securing the Future of Farming
Forum was held in Sydney on Monday night, and heard adaptability
would be key to unlocking future growth for food and fibre
production.
Former NSW Chief Scientist Mary O’Kane said climate extremes –
not necessarily climate change – were the big challenge for primary
producers, but she said farmers were used to dealing with drought,
fire and flood. Regional Investment Corporation Acting CEO Paul
Dower said growth in the sector had so far been driven by rising
commodity prices, not rising productivity.
NSW Farmers Head of Policy and Advocacy Annabel Johnson said
it was critical to look for innovative ways to grow the sector into the
future, as farmers grew the food and fibre that fed and clothed us
all.
“It was so great to hear these perspectives last night as they turned
their attention to securing the future of farming,” Ms Johnson said.
“Australia is clearly a leader in adopting new technology and finding
ways to do more with less, and I think we need to push the
envelope in really boosting our productivity.
“Not only will that help us combat inflationary pressure in the
economy, it will also help us grow a stronger, more sustainable
farming sector into the future.”
According to Professor O’Kane, Australia had more self-driving
vehicles than any other nation, while Bayer’s Chris Staff said
advances in precision agriculture technology meant targeted
spraying could reduce the amount of chemicals used in production.
However, the threats of natural disasters and biosecurity incursions
remained a real concern for farmers.
“Andrew Whitelaw from Thomas Elder Markets gave a powerful
firsthand account of living through the UK’s foot and mouth outbreak
in 2001,” Ms Johnson said.
“It’s critical we do not let that happen here, and I think there’s a real
desire to see more direct action on FMD.
“All of the good work we do in growing the future of farming will be
for naught if we let pests and diseases destroy whole swathes of
agriculture.”
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News from Upper Shoalhaven Landcare Council
Healing Country & Community
with Good Fire Practices

USLC report they are "very excited to share this
film with the network.
Out of the catastrophic 2019/20 bushfires, the
Healing Country & Community Project was inspired
by Braidwood Life Centre's Maria Bakas and Local
Coordinator Bec Klomp. Teaming up with the
wonderful crew at Mongarlowe RFS, and proudly
funded by the NSW Government's Increasing
Resilience to Climate Change Community Grant
Program, the project aimed to increase
collaboration and integrate First Nations knowledge
into local fire management practices.
Now, after years of covid and wet weather delays,
we've finally wrapped the project - completing a
series of cultural engagement workshops and
burns in Broad Gully, Mongarlowe.
This 3 minute Youtube video showcases
outstanding local talent, including producer and
director Clare Young, cameraman Matt Thane,
editor Paul Huntingford, photographer Asha Kidd,
as well as many local filmstars-in-the-making from
the Bombay, Braidwood and Mongarlowe Brigades,
as well as the Landcare network.
Fortunately for us, this short clip is only the
precursor - with another, longer community verison
still to come. USLC would like to thank the
generous sponsorship of Braidwood Community
Bank for helping make our community film a reality.
We hope you enjoy the clip!

Click on the image or HERE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=aGevsle_J_o

Left Whistling Tree Frog (Litoria verreauxii) photo by Jordan Mulder. Right the
species' occurrence records across south east NSW from ALA.

Heard a Whistling Tree Frog?

First year PhD student Jordann Crawford-Ash from ANU's Fenner
School of Environment and Society is looking for research sites in the
Queanbeyan-Palerang Council region.
Jordann is investigating the effects of the Amphibian Chytrid Fungus
on frog species in South Eastern Australia. Many frogs have severely
declined from the pathogen, such as the iconic Northern and
Southern Corrobboree Frog. However, some species are now reexpanding.
Left Whistling Tree Frog (Litoria verreauxii) photo by Jordan Mulder.
Right the species' occurance records across south east NSW from
ALA.
One such species is the Whistling Tree Frog (Litoria verreauxii). To
understand mechanisms helping the species recover from the
fungus, Jordann is reaching out to landholders with the right
combination of farm dams.
The Whistling Tree frog is common in our region, but to be eligible
properties need to have an exposed dam (i.e. no tree cover) and a
covered dam (i.e. some tree cover) around 500 metres apart or
more.
Jordann will need to assess properties prior to starting in September.
She plans to survey sites twice over the Spring / Summer period and
all surveys are non-invasive - involving looking, listening and
swabbing a select number of adults and tadpoles at each dam. No
frogs or tadpoles will be harmed or removed from the property.
Do you have eligible dams? Would you like to participate in valuable
research, which could help the recovery of less fortunate species like
the Corroboree Frog?
Contact Jordann via email at Jordann.Crawford-Ash@anu.edu.au
She's happy to pass on further details about the project if you'd like
to know more.
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Renewables remain cheapest

Renewables remain the cheapest new-build
electricity generation option in Australia,
although inflation and supply chain disruptions
will likely put cost reductions on hold for the next
year, CSIRO’s annual GenCost report has
found.
Each year, Australia’s national science agency
CSIRO, and the Australian Energy Market
Operator (AEMO), work with industry to give an
updated cost estimate for large-scale electricity
generation in Australia.
The 2021-22 report confirms past years’ findings
that wind and solar are the cheapest source of
electricity generation and storage in Australia,
even when considering additional integration
costs arising due to the variable output of
renewables, such as energy storage and
transmission.
According to CSIRO Chief Executive Dr Larry
Marshall the detailed scientific and engineering
analysis reported on in GenCost provide
important insights into the electricity market,
helping industry and government navigate
Australia’s energy transition.
“With the world’s largest penetration of rooftop
solar, unique critical energy metals, a world
class research sector and a highly skilled
workforce, Australia can turn our challenges into
the immense opportunity of being a global
leader in renewable energy,” he said.
Projections in the report assume that cost
reductions for all technologies will stall for the
next 12 months because tight global supply
chains will require more time to recover from the
pandemic.
However, after the current inflationary cycle
ends, solar, wind, and batteries are all projected
to keep getting cheaper.
CSIRO Chief Energy Economist Paul Graham
said researchers had observed year-on-year
cost reductions for most technologies and this
year’s report is no exception.
The final 2022 report also includes an update on
costs of hydrogen electrolysers which are
experiencing rapid cost reductions and could
support a faster transition to green hydrogen,
particularly in the current context of high natural
gas prices.
The updated analyses also found that:
* Both onshore and offshore wind costs have
fallen faster than expected. Onshore wind cost
changes reflect Australian projects. Offshore
wind is yet to be developed in Australia
however, cost reductions achieved overseas
mean that Australian projects are expected to
be lower cost than previously expected.
* Solar and wind continue to be the cheapest
sources of electricity for any expected share of
renewables in the grid — anywhere from 50% to
90%. A 100% renewable system would not be
entirely made up of wind and solar but include
other renewables such as hydro power,
biomass, and green hydrogen.
* Solar and wind begin to require additional
investments in storage and transmission once
variable renewables reach ~50% share of
generation. Solar and wind require new
transmission connections to access the best
resource. Storage, in the form of batteries or
pumped hydro, together with existing flexible
gas generation ensures that demand can be
met reliably from these variable generation
sources.
* Cost reductions for technologies not currently
being widely deployed such as carbon capture
and storage (CCS), nuclear Small Modular
Reactors (SMRs), solar thermal, and ocean
energy are lagging and would require stronger
investment to realise their full potential.
* The status of nuclear SMR has not changed.
Following extensive consultation with the
Australian electricity industry, report findings do
not see any prospect of domestic projects this
decade, given the technology’s commercial
immaturity and high cost. Future cost reductions
are possible but depend on its successful
commercial deployment overseas.
AEMO’s Executive General Manager - System
Design Ms Merryn York said analysis shows
that timely investment in new, firmed
renewables will provide the most economic form
of electricity generation moving forward.
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Marsupials with a taste for truffle

Peter Marshall from Reidsdale reports: "The Currowan megafire was
stopped at our farm boundary with the help of our flame resistant oak, willow
and poplar forests that saved our old growth native forest downwind, which
became a refuge for all sorts of wildlife.
With the start of the truffle season we started seeing cone shaped holes
targeting mature black truffles. We had no idea of the culprit so we set
camera traps.
We are delighted to advise that the Eastern Long Nosed Bandicoot has
returned to Reidsdale. Saved by the willows and fat on French truffles, our
eco system engineers are breeding like mad. We are delighted.”
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GUITAR TREK

Sunday 31 July @ 2pm: Pioneered by Braidwood-born Tim
Kain, Australia’s great classical guitar quartet GUITAR TREKTim Kain, Minh Le Hoang, Matt Withers and Callum Henshaw
- plays an exciting range of fresh new works written especially
for the group by major international and Australian composers
who have based their works on popular songs. ***Come and
be the first in the world to hear this fascinating program.
Online booking essential:
***https://events.humanitix.com/guitar-trek Tix selling fast!
Venue: Braidwood Uniting Church, 64 Monkittee St.
Braidwood.

Cultural Burning Workshop - Nerriga and Sassafras

Saturday 23 July 2022 10:00 AM - 12:30 PM
BOOK NOW - Aboriginal elders from the local Aboriginal Land
Council, will be on hand at the workshop to give property
owners around the Sassafras and Nerriga a first hand
experience of how cultural burning works and how the ancient
practise can be used to improve biodiversity and reduce
bushfire risk on their place. The workshop will give an overview
of cultural burning practises, and an expression of interest will
be sought from local landowners to undertake a cultural burn as
part of the workshop.
Nerriga Hall Cnr Nerriga Rd & Willow Forest Rd, Nerriga NSW
2622
https://www.trybooking.com/events/927594/sessions/3272900/s
ections/1674550/tickets
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Bugle Notices
Braidwood Farmers Market Aug 6 & 20
Ryrie Park Markets July 22 on every 4th
Saturday 9.00am to 2.00pm (for winter months).
Garage Sales Braidwood Uniting Church
Wed's 9-3
Nerriga Produce Market
Nerriga Produce Market is taking a winter break.
Back in Springtime
Captains Flat regional Market
10 - 2pm every 2nd Sat

Braidwood Men’s Shed
Meet every Tuesday and Friday from 9:30 AM.
New members always welcome.
We are now offering sharpening services.
Charges (donations) will be $2 per knife, chisel or pair of
scissors. We may be able to sharpen other blades like
thicknesser blades. Discus your requirements with the men.
Badly damaged blades may require an extra donation.
Drop your blades by any Tuesday or Friday. Kevin (0450961039)

Looking After Creeks - Riparian Workshop

SATURDAY, 23 JULY 2022 FROM 09:30-13:00
Upper Shoalhaven Landcare
Majors Creek Mountain Rd, Araluen
Live nearby a river or creek? Want to learn more about
how to monitor and manage your waterway?
Lori Gould from Rivers of Carbon will lead our workshop
and cover:
- Riparian management options
- Creating healthy habitat
- Waterwatch and waterway monitoring
Save the date, send a message or RSVP to
upper.shoalhaven@gmail.com

Storytime at Braidwood Library will now be weekly
starting on Wednesday 27 July 2022 at 10am. Join us every
Wednesday morning for exciting stories and fun craft.
National Tree Day on 31 July
Join Council for National Tree Day in Braidwood on Sunday 31
July. 10am to 12pm, planting native trees in Hassall Reserve.

Dressage @ Willinga Park Bawley Point, 30-31 July
This event is a FREE spectating event!
You are welcome you to enjoy the beautiful grounds of
Willinga, have a wine and watch horse & rider dance across
the arena Take a walk through our native Australian gardens
complete with 31 large scale sculptures sprawled across the
property Onsite accommodation available, to secure your
reservation email us at bookings@willinga.com.au
Braidwood Hospital Auxiliary
Annual General Meeting
is to be held at the Braidwood Serviceman's Club August
2nd 2022 at 2.00 followed by the general monthly
meeting.

The Country Rocks Festival Bungendore 2022, September
2nd, 3rd and 4th. Three days of Live Music, Camping,
Street Foods and a licensed Bar!
Headlining the festival, The Wolfe Brothers, Thirsty Merc,
The Badloves, McAlister Kemp plus heaps more!
TICKETS ON SALE NOW!
www.countryrocks.com.au/countryrocksfestival

Braidwood Lions 2022 Antiques Fair
Friday 30 Sept to Sunday 2 Oct
at the National Theatre
SAVE THE DATE
Braidwood Hospital Auxiliary Fete
15th October at the National Theatre
SAVE THE DATE
Braidwood Open Gardens will be back this Spring!
15 and 16 October

Aikido Training

Junior Beginners and Senior Basics. Wednesday
afternoon/evenings at Community Arts Centre
Matthew Hulse 0438 648 468
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Hard judgement for Wakefield Park Raceway
Last week, the Land and Environment Court NSW handed
Wakefield Park the decision that it can only operate four
days per month.
Opened in 1994, Wakefield Park had operated successfully
owned by the Benalla Auto Club. In recent years noise
complaints had been made.
The issue ended up in court after the Raceway submitted a
DA for new building works. Unhappy with the conditions set
by the determination from Council, the BAC took Council to
the Land and Environment Court.
Goulburn Mulwaree Council issued the following statement
: “Goulburn Mulwaree Council acknowledges the findings of
the Land and Environment Court upholding Wakefield
Park’s appeal earlier this week.
For more than a decade, Goulburn Mulwaree Council has
sought to work with Wakefield Park and nearby residents to
find a balanced and fair outcome for all concerned parties.
Throughout this period, it has been Council’s preference to
resolve this matter through mediation, without seeking
legal action.
While it is regrettable Wakefield Park’s operators elected to
proceed with an appeal in the Land and Environment Court
prior to receiving Council’s determination in the matter last
year, it was entirely their right to do so. It should be noted
that the Commissioner’s determination has imposed
significantly stricter consent conditions than those imposed
by Council in July 2021.
Despite comments to the contrary, Council wishes to
reinforce that these new and stricter conditions were
ultimately imposed by the Court, and not Council, with the
Commissioner finding that Council’s determination in July
2021 was in fact generous in comparison with the State’s
specific noise assessment criteria.
It has never been Council’s desire to see Wakefield Park
cease operations; only for the venue to operate within the
approved consent conditions. Quite simply: Council wants
to see a profitable successful Wakefield Park, with the many
positive economic benefits which flow from this. However,
these must be conducted within the agreed noise levels.
Goulburn Mulwaree Council will meet with Wakefield Park
representatives early next week to work through the next
steps.”
Later another Joint statement between Goulburn Mulwaree
Council and the Benalla Auto Club was issued saying:
“Goulburn Mulwaree Council and the Benalla Auto Club
met earlier today to discuss the recent Land and
Environment Court judgement and the future operations of
Wakefield Park.
Both organisations are committed to working together to
investigate options, and to advocate for the long-term
future of the facility.”
Judgement here
https://www.caselaw.nsw.gov.au/.../1817f8ff906171a28fc91
ce5

Photo: Wakefield Park Raceway
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Zone Athletics carnival at the AIS

Last term students represented BCS at the Zone Athletics
carnival held at the AIS in Canberra. Students competed in
numerous events with great sportsmanship. Congratulations to
all students. A special mention to Lexi, Mollie, Reegan, Johanna,
Hope, Scarlett, Adelaide, and William for progressing to
Regionals. Well done! PHOTO: BCS

Earthworks are underway at the Rec

Warrior 1- Virabhadrasana I
A great pose to stretches the chest and lungs, shoulders and
neck, stomach and groin. Strengthens the shoulders and
arms, and the muscles of the back. Tones and elongates the
thighs, calves and ankles. Focus on the polarities of lifting up
and simultaneously grounding down.
To practice - Stand with the feet wider than shoulder width
apart, turn the right foot out to the right 90 degrees and left
foot in 45 to 60 degrees. Roll the right thigh outward, so that
the center of the right knee cap is in line with the centre of
the right ankle. Rotate the torso to the right and square the
hips. Raise the arms above the head, perpendicular to the
floor. Bend the right knee over the right ankle, so that the
shin is vertical to the floor. Work towards having the thigh
parallel to the floor. Reach the arms up whilst grounding
down through the legs. Lengthen the coccyx toward the floor
and arch the upper torso back slightly. Keep the head in a
neutral position and gaze forward. Stay in this pose for up to
1 minute. To release, press the back heel into the floor, lift
the arms and straighten the bent knee. Relax the arms
beside the body. Reverse the feet and repeat for the same
duration to the left. Practice up to 5 rounds.

Earthworks are underway at the Braidwood Recreation
Ground. The contractors will clean out the creek, pump out
water, and eventually lay the culverts to pipe this section of the
creek. Once this work is done the skate park construction can
begin with the contractor expected to be on site in September.
Photo: QPRC
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Braidwood
Golf Club
News
Results: Saturday July 16
Men’s Single Stableford – Don Burke Trophy- Thanks so
much Donny.
Winner: Roger Hovey 39 pts , Runner Up: Michael
Fitzgerald 35 pts, 3rd Place: Chris Witt 34 pts, Ball Comp:
John Harb 33, Spiro Agnew 32, Terry Hughes 30, Keith
Morgan 27, Michael Tillman Ryan 26 , NTP Men 3/12:
Michael Fitzgerald, Jackpot 17th ($20): Keith Morgan
Women’s Single Stableford – Robin Tennant Wood
Trophy- Many Thanks Robin
Winner: Carmen Byrne 34 pts, Runner Up: Donna Kuhn 27
pts, NTP 2nd to 6/15: Margy Gardner, Ball Comp: Robin
Tennant Wood, Margy Gardner.

Coming Events
July 23 Saturday: Medley 2BBB Stableford Daargun
Aboriginal Corporation Trophy
July 30 Saturday: Medley Irish 4 Ball Stableford - Legacy
Day Betty & Vic Jones Memorial Trophy
August 6 Saturday: Men’s & Women’s Stroke & Monthly
Medals
August 13 Saturday: Men’s Single Stableford – Ross
Lawless Trophy
Women’s Single Stableford – Braidwood Beauty Studio
Trophy
August 20 Saturday: Committee Meeting 10.30am
Men’s 2BBB Stableford- Greg & Les Hart Trophy
Women’s Single Stableford – Nersons Trophy
August 27 Saturday: 2BBB Medley Stableford – Michael
Eisen Trophy
September 3 Saturday: Men’s & Women’s Stroke &
Monthly Medals
September 10 Saturday: Men’s Single Stableford – Terry
Hughes Trophy
Women’s Single Stableford – Di Freeman Trophy

Very quiet on the local front this week.
Apparently new whip rules have been introduced in
British Racing and many trainers and owners are
hoping that whip use will not be banned and
disqualification introduced here.
The disqualification rule would occur if a jockey
strikes his horse four or more times over the limit.
Most people don't realise that the whips used in
racing are especially designed so that they do not
hurt the horses. It has been proved beyond doubt that
the modern day foam padded whips do not hurt the
horses. So basically, this means if introduced certain
horses will not lengthen their stride and try harder.
On a lighter note, leading jockey Robbie Dolan has
been busy furthering his singing career, since
appearing in the TV Show The Voice, he has a
concert at The Factory Floor, Marrickville, Sydney on
Wednesday July 25th.
The three lady jockeys injured in Racing accidents
are very slowly recovering.
Until next time.
Happy punting."

South Coast Monaro Rugby Union
Results – Rd 14 – Saturday 16th July 2022
·Jindabyne “Bushpigs” 65 beat Hall “Bushrangers” 33
oJindabyne put their best foot forward in the second half to
runaway with a big win and claim second spot on the
competition ladder
·Cooma “Red Devils” 68 beat Batemans Bay “Boars” 0
oCooma’s big Fijian centre Malakai Seru ran riot all game to
score 6 converted tries for a personal tally 42 points to demolish
the Boars
·Bungendore “Mudchooks” won on forfeit over Taralga “Tigers”
0
oTaralga had to forfeit the last game of season due to many
player injuries & unavailability
·Crookwell “Dogs” had the BYE
·England 21 beat Australia Wallabies 17
Competition ladder;
·Bungendore “Mudchooks” 58
·Jindabyne “Bushpigs”
45
·Hall “Bushrangers”
44
·Crookwell “Dogs”
26
·Cooma “Red Devils”
19
·Taralga “Tigers:
14
·Batemans Bay “Boars”
8
Next weekend – Saturday 23rd July 2022 – Finals
·Major Semi Final
oBungendore “Mudchooks” v Jindabyne “Bushpigs” @
Bungendore
·Minor Elimination Final
oHall “Bushrangers” v Crookwell “Dogs” @ Hall
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